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ifteen years ago I had fulfilled my childhood
dream: to become a ballet dancer. A few years
later, at the age of 24, I found myself strangely
dissatisfied. I was performing on stages across the
world, reenacting fairy tales and ancient myths and
using my body to interpret music in accordance with
my classical training. But I was not realizing dance’s full
potential as sophisticated form of communication. So
for the past decade, I’ve commuted between two
worlds I am equally passionate about: art and science.
At first I worked as a dancer while studying at Harvard,
and for the past two-and-a-half years I have worked at
IIASA, exploring how artists can support the global
transformation to sustainability.
Many scientific institutes have residencies where
artists spend a few weeks developing a project, and
then leave. For the past two-and-a-half years IIASA
has taken a different approach. Integrating an artist
into an institute long term is like planting an alien
species into a new habitat. At worst it dies. At best
it starts to create an edge zone where new forms
can thrive. I’ve found that it takes time to build a
relationship with scientists before one can co-create
in a meaningful way, now I feel we are moving into that
new zone.
Along the way, I observed that not every artist (and
not every scientist) is naturally wired to work at the
intersection of art and science. It requires a combination
of "constructive artists" (as we describe here) and
scientists with the capacity to build bridges across
disciplines, to generate tangible results.
This report was inspired by endless discussions with
fellow artists and experts ranging from the natural and
social sciences to the humanities. Ten years ago I embarked
on this journey with a simple question: Can’t I do more?
Today, I know this question is part of a global effort to
use all the tools we have to achieve sustainability.
Gloria Benedikt
Science and Arts Research Associate
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IASA is an inspiring environment. In a magnificent
baroque palace, next to one of Europe’s most beautiful
landscape gardens, scientific workshops are held
under crystal chandeliers, and researchers discuss complex
formula in the ornate rooms once occupied by the royalty
of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. No wonder that the
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra has been named the IIASA
Goodwill Ambassador, raising awareness for the institute’s
research worldwide.
Since its inception in 1972, IIASA has been a center
for creativity and innovation in science—using systems
analysis to build bridges between East and West at the
height of the Cold War and since then adding the Global
South with the aim of tackling global transformations
for a sustainable future
Both science and art have a transformative power,
as they are able to depict the world as it is and to
imagine it as it could be. IIASA science and arts activities
explore how, through a true collaboration between
these two spaces, innovative answers can be found
for a sustainable transformation of our societies.
Through the interaction of science and arts IIASA seeks
to explore new solutions to the challenges facing
humankind, such as the achievement of the UN
Sustainable Development Goals.
This brochure provides insights into initial results
of the science and arts activities at IIASA. It showcases
some examples from IIASA and across the world of
how the interaction between scientists and artists can
foster systemic thinking and, more importantly,
systemic action. At the same time, it stresses how
public engagement can be facilitated through this
collaboration.
I would like to thank all involved in the writing and
editing of this brochure. It provides eye-opening reading
that will hopefully stimulate others to follow.
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SUMMARY
• Systems analysis has always been interdisciplinary, spanning multiple fields of science, but so
far, art has been excluded. Here we examine the role art can play in systems analysis and how
it might contribute to transformations to sustainability.
• We present seven case studies of “constructive art,” which aims to create changes in perception
and behavior, often through disruptive and unconventional channels.
• Our findings provide insights into how the work of constructive artists might contribute to
the global transformation by:
° Questioning worldviews, values, beliefs, and identities through shifts in perception as a
first step to re-think our institutions, technologies, and relationship to the natural world.
° Demonstrating the value of cross-disciplinary collaboration in addressing complex issues
such as those identified by the UN Sustainable Development Goals–eradicating poverty,
reducing inequality, tackling climate change, etc.

° Embracing complexity, nonlinear thinking and a greater awareness of non-rational
experiences to deepen understanding and seek innovative solutions.
° Proposing different scenarios of the future that spark the imagination and potentially
lead to strategies that foster transformative societal change.
° Providing their perspective and contributing to the discourse when problems are
analyzed, solutions developed, and policies made.
• The artist's role would thus no longer be confined to “reflecting” as is the case within our
current system, but could be expanded to “reframing.”
4
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° Providing personal and relatable ways to engage with scientific concepts. This may
include projects that “translate” scientific data into stories or music, for example, or
projects that connect abstract concepts to the reality of people’s day-to-day lives.
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NARRATIVE
Only a select group of mostly highly educated and older patrons enjoy traditional Western “high art.” High art has become
a comfortable and pleasant pastime which provides opportunities to reflect on life, evoking familiar emotions and engaging
audiences in playful intellectual exercises. It has its value, and occupies a stable place in society, often affirming belief
systems already in place. But what about the scary and the unknown? Today, a growing number of artists are challenging
art forms and moving away from traditional spaces and audiences to better engage with complex global challenges. As
engaged citizens, they are eager to take on the burning question of our time: How might we, as a global community,
make a transformation to a sustainable lifestyle? This has led to what we define here as constructive art.
Constructive art doesn’t just illustrate a topic, reflect on a problem or, in the case of activist art, advocate for a particular
point of view. It poses original questions that open up avenues for inquiry and aims to change perceptions, breaking
negative patterns of behavior and promoting new ways of relating to humans and nonhumans. Projects such as
Merlijn Twaalfhoven’s Four Drifting Seasons provide an intimate and affective experience of abstract climate change
data through music. This conveys the urgency of global warming without resorting to simplification or propaganda.
Similarly, Gloria Benedikt’s dance-science project COURAGE revives the current debate format through an artistic
process involving scientists and a debate cast to analyze problems, identify relevant questions, and search for solutions
while engaging an audience. Meanwhile, Chantal Bilodeau’s play Forward, inspired by her research in the Norwegian
Arctic, explores the concepts of complexity and interconnectedness as they relate to climate change, and presents them
through personal narratives that makes these concepts relevant to people’s day-to-day life.
Constructive art engages with real-life problems through the artistic process. It breaks the old dichotomy between
autonomous and applied art to make room for a novel approach where artists create autonomous spaces within the
context of current global challenges. Constructive art tends to be disruptive and unconventional, but it is always
strongly connected to contemporary society and concerned with making a positive change.
While the methodologies used in constructive art vary, we can identify two main approaches:
1. Art that engages with science to contribute to the discourse on global challenges and envision practical solutions.
2. Art that engages with communities, experts, or other professionals to derive new insights about societal issues.
Within these two approaches are five hallmarks that define constructive art: social relevance, investigation, process,
constructive output, and media engagement.

NARRATIVE
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Social relevance
Similar to constructive journalism, constructive art engages
with social, economic, and environmental issues that are
urgent, complex, and global in scope. Artworks exemplify
problems that affect not only individuals but societies,
and have the potential to shape the lives of generations
to come.
Investigation
Like science, constructive art engages in a research process.
This process typically involves consulting with relevant
stakeholders, such as communities or experts from other
fields, who can contribute first-hand knowledge about a
given issue. This knowledge goes beyond rational and
physical phenomena, and uncovers emotional, subjective,
and experiential insights that can lead to a greater
understanding of barriers to change.
Process
Unlike traditional art, constructive art is not exclusively
performance- or product-oriented. The creation process
is equally important; artists engage stakeholders and
experiment with imagination and play, embracing
complexity and nonlinear thinking to see the world
with fresh eyes. The creation process bridges the fields
of art and science, welcoming experiential knowledge
(for example, the knowledge of indigenous people) and
generating new insights.

Media engagement
Media engagement goes beyond traditional arts-media
communication, which is typically limited to press releases,
performance reviews, and, at best, interviews. The nature
of the creative research process of constructive art opens
up new possibilities for journalists and stakeholders to
engage with artists on a collaborative level. Where such
collaborations are not yet in place, artists disseminate
their work through non-traditional channels. They may
share artworks or performances on social media, partner
with non-arts organizations to engage non-traditional
audiences, or create educational campaigns to extend the
reach of their work.
6
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Constructive output
The resulting output, whether it is a performance or
another form of artistic presentation, is constructive. It
goes beyond art as an illustration, or communication
tool. But unlike activism, which proposes immediate
solutions, constructive art opens up avenues of exploration
to prepare the ground for long-term solutions.
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Things that touch us emotionally, like stories, images,
and music, are more likely to ignite the kind of passion
needed to propel us into action than dry exposés.
Facts are not enough to shake us out of complacency;
we need to be rattled by our emotions.

Integrating art and science at IIASA:
a unique approach
Systems analysis—the hallmark of the IIASA approach—
is a problem-solving process that seeks to understand
individual elements, and how they might interact, while
accounting for the system as a whole. This necessitates
the participation of people from many walks of life, and
traditionally at IIASA this has meant scientists from
different disciplines, stakeholders, and decision makers.
Might the time have come to also include artists?
There is strong evidence that out of the brain’s two
processing systems—the experiential processing system,
which controls survival behavior and is the source of
emotions and instincts, and the analytical processing
system, which controls analysis of scientific information—
it is the experiential processing system that is the stronger
motivator for action.
To successfully address complex global challenges,
we also need to align our beliefs and values with the
reality of our changing world. This deep, often challenging,
internal work must be supported through individual and
collective processes that embrace subjectivity, while being
accountable to scientific facts. Constructive art is uniquely
positioned to do that.

Georgia Murphy in The Final Frontier,
as part of a Climate Change Theatre
Action event organized by Vicky
Album in London, UK.

The case studies featured here are examples of
constructive art projects that provide an affective
perspective on a global problem, complementing scientific
information in order to move towards possible solutions.
For example, while science can explain the mechanisms
of climate change with graphs and charts, it cannot convey
the pain of losing certain beloved scents. Similarly, spending
months collecting trash on a beach and transforming it into
costumes and musical instruments for a final celebratory
performance has a greater impact than reading statistics
about plastic pollution.
Increasing our understanding of how artists can help
support transformations to sustainability, and connect
their work to the research of scientists and ambitions
of policymakers, will require support for the development
of constructive art projects. Further documentation on the
impact of constructive art would be helpful, for example,
and practical ways to facilitate collaboration between
artists, scientists, and stakeholders. In this way the arts
can become more integrated into the global discourse
on sustainable development solutions.

NARRATIVE
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COURAGE
A dance-science performance debate

MOTIVATION
“Democracy thrives on civil debate, but we’re shamefully
out of practice”, the political philosopher Michael Sandel
observed in 2010. The need to revive and improve the
current culture and format of debate in order to rejuvenate
democracy, is itself increasingly debated. COURAGE was
an experiment to identify relevant questions, analyze
problems, search for solutions, and engage audiences—
in this case through an artistic process involving scientists
and resulting in a performance debate.

PROCESS
1. The quest for a good question
Gloria Benedikt, research associate for science and art
at IIASA, sought to identify pressing questions with a
group of IIASA scientists in summer 2016. They were asked
to read two books, Flourishing within Limits to Growth,
and Lilith and the Daemons of Capital for inspiration.
Coauthors of both books, IIASA research scholar Brian Fath
and the journalist Oliver Tanzer were part of the project.
The group discussed what they perceived as the most
pressing problems, the role of science in solving them, and
what prevented progress. Six questions emerged and one
was picked to form the basis of the performance debate:

“Taking part in COURAGE was a unique
experience. As an interdisciplinary, international
team of scientists, journalists, and dancers, we
were confronted with our different working styles
when writing the screenplay. While scientists are
used to producing precise facts, on stage creativity
and spontaneity are needed. It allowed us to ask
questions in an unconventional way and embark
on a process of unaccustomed freedom.”
Fabian Heidegger,
Young Scientists Summer Program participant.
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How can we create an enlightened sense of mutual
responsibility, so people and their governments act in
ways that enable sustainable development?
2. Composing text for the video installation
The scientists wrote a text providing their analysis that
led to the question. Their challenge was to drop the
jargon to make it accessible to a general audience and
to compose a piece that all the scientists involved,
8
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“Participating in COURAGE was an immensely satisfying experience. Part of the pleasure was watching
the production unfold from an inchoate and novel concept regarding a discussion of two books to the final
performance involving dance, video, dialogue, debate, and music. The preparatory discussion among
the scientists forced us to think deeply about the key ideas we wanted to communicate to the audience
and how to distill them into visual cues. I have used the video in my classes several times and the students
were captivated. It really is a striking way to merge art and scientific discourse.”
Brian D. Fath, Professor of Biological Sciences, Towson University;
IIASA research scholar; coauthor of the book: Flourishing within Limits to Growth.

COURAGE
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Left to right: JoAnne Bayer, Vilma Sandström, Nazli Koeseoglu, Anneke Brand,
Julia Puaschunder, Gloria Benedikt, Fabian Heidegger, Oliver Tanzer, Brian Fath

3. Video shooting
Scientists were coached by a former television journalist
on how to deliver content convincingly for camera. The
video installation was then shot against a black screen to
add a theatrical frame to the delivery of their message.
During editing, special effects—such as a cloud to signify
the crash the scientists were describing—were added
and the installation was set to music.
4. Composing text for recording
To prepare the context for the video installation and
debate question, a theatrical text about the relationship
between people and nature, describing humankind as
both “conquerors and gardeners of planet Earth,” was
written and recorded. A choreographed dance and music
accompanied the text recording.
5. Choosing and briefing the debate cast
The debate cast was chosen from participants of the
Alpbach-Laxenburg Group, a high-level retreat of the Political
Symposium of the European Forum Alpbach. The cast was
briefed and asked to prepare a short statement reflecting
on the question. Two days before the premiere, the
debating cast members attended rehearsals and were
given direction on their entries. For the finale, notes from
the audience were read out while the artists joined them
on stage, so that performance and debate came together
as one.
10

6. Choreographing dance sequences
and directing all components together
Part I: Artistic introduction (4 min).
Starting with the ticking of a clock, representing
“the race against time,” the dancers’ choreographed
movements were inspired by the texts to come.
Part II: The recorded text, amplified by the dancers’
movements (4 min). The dancers, predominantly
sitting on chairs like panel members, use their arms,
head and upper body to physically translate the text.
Part III: The video installation by scientists, framed by
dancers (4 min).
Part IV: Posing the question (1 min).
Part V: The debate (20 min).
Part VI: Debate and art coming together on stage.
Part VII: Audience engagement segment (6 min).
Typically, people listen to a debate, perhaps find it
interesting, maybe learn something new, but feel that
it does not concern them, that there is nothing in their own
lives that they could change based on what they learned.
Yet a sustainable future will only be possible if we all
internalize sustainable thinking and change our behavior
accordingly. Two components were added in response to
that need. First, the audience was asked to write notes during
the debate, which were collected and read out on stage by
the debaters during Part VII. Second, the composer Merlijn
Twaalfhoven encouraged the audience to hum in order to
create a sense of collectiveness, so audience members
sense that they are not passive spectators, but play a role in
what has been discussed, and that we are “all in this together.”

COURAGE
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regardless of their discipline, agreed on and were able
to deliver convincingly on screen.
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“There is a fundamental need to recognize, nurture, and re-energize a symbiotic relationship between science and the arts.
Great science, like great art, comes through a mix of inspiration, hard work, precision, thoughtful/mindful focus, and
diligence. Both can and must inspire, infuse, energize, and give form to the other. Great scientific breakthroughs often
come via conceptual and abstract inspiration. Gloria Benedikt’s inspiring performance captured these concepts, weaving
them into a conceptual dream that gave new meaning and focus to some of the biggest systemic challenges of our time.”
Daniel McMurray, audience member

OUTCOMES AND DISSEMINATION
COURAGE premiered at the Political Symposium of the
European Forum Alpbach on 30 August 2016 and was also
live-streamed.
Audience response
After the performance, audience members said that it had
provided a door to both art and science and allowed them
to understand the discourse on sustainability better.
Impact of debate format
The following year there was increased interest in deviating
from the classical debate format throughout the entire
symposium. This is an example of the artistic mindset,
applied to the need to improve public debate, delivering
new approaches. These kinds of collaborations may provide
the new solutions we need; as Einstein observed: “You can’t
solve a problem with the same mind that created it.”

Both assume that their complex ways of thinking will be
understood, when often they are not. Through the process
of creating COURAGE, scientists and artists were challenged
to deconstruct their expertise to a level where they could
meaningfully connect and make their knowledge and skills
accessible to the audience. The process also revealed the
potential for artists to learn from scientists to follow their
intuition in a more systematic manner and to become
more articulate, and for scientists to focus more on their
delivery, rather than merely the substance, and to learn
from artists to allow an element of uncertainty, grounded
in trust. Addressing delicate issues through art combined
with science will hopefully support the global transformation
to sustainability by creating openness, enabling people to
look at topics from different perspectives, to question their
beliefs, and to compel them to act when presenting them
with rational analysis alone cannot. However, to better
understand the impact such a process has on the work of
scientists and artists themselves, more work will be needed.

A summary of the performance debate was edited and
distributed via social and other digital media. COURAGE
was also featured as a highlight in the European Forum
Alpbach Impact report. COURAGE was invited to the
European Commission’s Joint Research Center in Ispra in
2016, and the Stockholm Act, a cultural festival initiated
by the Stockholm Resilience Center, in 2017. It serves as an
inspiration for reviving the culture of debate and features
the same artists but new debaters every time.
How might this work support the global
transformation to sustainability?
Through the research process, the artists were exposed to
the precision scientists are accustomed to when formulating
questions and composing texts. Through the artistic creative
process scientists were challenged to focus not only on
substance, but also on the delivery of their message. Given
that the result was a live performance, they also had to
trust that the artists on stage as well as the debating cast
would frame their work adequately. A total of 14 people
from across disciplines came together for this production,
and although each of them was prepared and committed
to do their best, the only way to succeed was to trust each
other, and, for those live on stage, to be alert and responsive
to each other. While this is a reality in any theatre production,
it is the opposite of a scientific publication, where every
word is revised multiple times before publication.

Curtain Call at the European Forum Alpbach 2016 Left to right: Composer
Merlijn Twaalfhoven; Choreographer Mimmo Micolis; IIASA Research Associate
for Science and Art Gloria Benedikt; Former President of Finland H.E. Tarja
Halonen; venture capitalist Jonathan Rose; IIASA Director General and
CEO Professor Dr. Pavel Kabat.

Concept: Gloria Benedikt
Dance: Gloria Benedikt and Mimmo Miccolis
Science: JoAnne Bayer, Brian Fath
Young Scientists Summer Program participants:
Anneke Brand, Fabian Heidegger, Nazli Koeseoglu,
Julia Puaschunder, Vilma Sandström, Marcus Thomson
Debate: H.E. Tarja Halonen and Jonathan F. P. Rose
Moderated by: Pavel Kabat
Audience engagement: Merlijn Twaalfhoven

One could say that neither artists nor scientists are
trained to articulate themselves well to a general audience.

COURAGE

www.iiasa.ac.at/arts
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The Sustainable Development

needs are already taken care
of. Benedikt and Khaddour
agreed to embark on a quest
to together express the
meaning of dignity in 2015.

The Sustainable Development
Goals provide a plan for the world,
Goal (SDG) agenda was
initially known as the “Road
with the ultimate aim of ensuring
2. Preliminary research
to Dignity by 2030.” In early
“life in dignity for every person
and discussion
spring of 2015, while drafts of
on the planet.” But what does
Benedikt covered the academic
the SDGs were under final
research;
Michael Rosen’s book,
negotiation, Gloria Benedikt,
life in dignity actually mean?
Dignity, served as a particular
dancer and research associate at
inspiration. Meanwhile, Khaddour
IIASA, embarked on a search to
did research on the ground, asking
better understand the meaning of
people around him what dignity meant to
dignity. Through an artistic process involving
them. This was a complicated process, because
Hussein Khaddour, a dancer living in Damascus,
during the Arab Spring in 2011, Syrians had marched in the
Syria, she hoped to gain insights into what the agenda’s
streets demanding a dignified life. Ever since, talking about
ultimate goal—“life in dignity for every person on the
the term has polarized the population.
planet”2—could mean. Along the way, she aimed to tell a
story about Syria not found in mainstream media coverage.
3. Rehearsal period 1
In April 2015, Khaddour travelled to Austria for a two-week
PROCESS
rehearsal. Only hours after he had landed in Vienna, more
than 800 refugees drowned in the Mediterranean Sea. On
1. Identifying the topic
this sad note, Benedikt and Khaddour, European and Syrian,
While reading the synthesis report, “The Road to Dignity
started work on their piece about dignity. It was also the
by 2030,” published in December 20142, Benedikt noticed
day the refugee crisis started to dominate media coverage.
how the goals concerned vital factors such as eradicating
poverty and providing universal access to clean water,
Benedikt and Khaddour worked for 12 days to
healthcare, and education, but did not address what
choreograph the 20 minute piece. Khaddour had a
dignity actually meant. At the time, Hussein Khaddour was
background in breakdancing, Benedikt in ballet, both had
living in circumstances in Damascus that better equipped
later also trained in contemporary dance, which is where they
him to provide expertise and insights into dignity than
found common ground. Breaks were occupied with talk about
anyone living in the Global North, whose fundamental
12
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MOTIVATION
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“Gloria Benedikt and Hussein Khaddour realized what is rarely achieved: To express concrete philosophical
and political insights through a very strong, deeply moving and impressive dance performance.”
Stephan Contius, member of the Alpbach-Laxenburg Group 2015

politics, the refugee crisis, and the role of the UN. A trailer for
the piece was shot and a journalist covered Khaddour’s story.
4. Research period 2
During this time the pair reviewed the material and discussed
the changes needed over Skype, frequently interrupted by
power cuts in Syria. They also wrote the text for the video
installation, and published a press release and trailer.
5. Rehearsal period 2
The second rehearsal period consisted of 10 more
days in the studio, adding new parts, and
fine tuning. Benedikt and Khaddour were
interviewed by newspapers and radio stations.
One of the new parts Khaddour had
added into the piece was a one minute solo
on Harold Pinter’s Dead Body Poem which
asks questions “Where was the dead body
found? How was the dead body found? Who found
the dead body?” On the last rehearsal day, 71 dead refugees
were found in the back of a lorry in Austria. Benedikt
remembered shaking that day in rehearsal when hearing the
news and realizing how close to reality their art had become.
The lorry incident was later considered a tipping point,
prompting Austrian and German leaders to open borders.

OUTCOMES AND DISSEMINATION
Premiere
InDignity premiered at the Political Symposium of the
European Forum Alpbach on 1 September 2015 and was
also viewed via live-stream, especially by artists in Syria.
High-level decision makers from the UN and the European
Commission were present. That day, hundreds of refugees
arrived in Austria, and thousands followed in the next
weeks. The response by the audience was emotional: a
good portion of them were crying, and some observed
that the work set the tone for a more honest and critical
debate for the remainder of the symposium.
Panel
Benedikt and Khaddour took part in a panel discussion
where they explained how their findings were relevant to
the SDG agenda. They pointed out how people in war-torn
regions not only need food and medicine; they also need
nourishment for the soul to give them the mental strength
to endure the hardships of daily life. This kind of essential
nourishment, which art can provide, is not explicitly covered
in the SDG agenda, they observed.
InDignity was covered in multiple newspapers and on
the radio and a summary video was distributed via social

INDIGNITY

media. Six weeks after the premiere, Benedikt and Khaddour
travelled to China on the invitation of the Austrian
Ambassador to China. They performed InDignity and led
workshops on the topic.
How might this work support the global
transformation to sustainability?
Involving an artist from a war-torn region revealed insights
from a community whose voice would not have
been heard otherwise. Art acted as a medium
with the aim of connecting Syrian civil society
with both high-level decision makers—
who typically encounter the conflict in the
form of facts and figures on paper; and
the general public—who generally learn
about the conflict through mainstream
media coverage. In addition, it offered a
different perspective on the SDG agenda.
InDignity provides an idea for how artists might
support the global transformation to sustainability
through a creation process that generates understanding
across cultures, employing the universal language of
art and connecting people whose lives are seemingly
worlds apart, yet interconnected.

“The performance of the two dancers—one from
Austria, one from Syria—stunned the audience.
They truly managed to bridge West and East,
peace and conflict, science and arts.”
Jan Marco Müller, head of directorate at IIASA

InDignity premiere at the Political Symposium of the European Forum
Alpbach, 2015.

www.iiasa.ac.at/arts
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CLIMATE CHANGE
THEATRE ACTION

“The conference attendees were thrilled—with
the variety of voices represented by the plays;
by the humor and poetry; by the very personal
take you each had on the topic—a relief for them,
after a day of discussions around the abstract...”
Catherine Coray, New York University Abu Dhabi

MOTIVATION
While an increasing number of people around the world
believe that climate change is real, few feel personally
concerned, and even fewer are willing to do something
to address it. In an effort to break this pattern, Chantal
Bilodeau of the theatre organization The Arctic Cycle,
Caridad Svich of NoPassport Theatre Alliance, and Elaine
Ávila and Roberta Levitow of Theatre Without Borders,
created the international project Climate Change Theatre
Action (CCTA) in 2015.
CCTA is a series of readings and performances of short
plays about climate change presented worldwide every
two years to coincide with the UN Conference of the Parties
(COP). The first edition overlapped with the 2015 Paris COP.
The next will coincide with COP23 in 2017 in Bonn, Germany.
14

PROCESS
1. Commissioning
Fifty professional playwrights from four continents are
commissioned to write short plays (1-5 minutes) that address
an aspect of climate change. The playwrights are selected
for their diversity (geographic, cultural, and stylistic), talent,
experience, and passion for addressing pressing social and
environmental issues. They can write about any aspect of
climate change from heat waves, droughts, and floods; to
politics, social injustice, and renewable energy. CCTA asks that
they keep the production requirements simple so the plays
can be read script-in-hand, or performed with minimal
staging. The plays should be inspiring, avoiding doomsday
scenarios. The playwrights must agree to make their plays
available royalty-free for the duration of the project.
2. Recruiting
While the plays are being written, CCTA recruits collaborators
such as theatres, universities, environmental groups, individual
artists, etc. Collaborators are asked to commit to organizing
an event during the project period using at least one of the
plays in the CCTA collection. They are free to add additional
material and to design their event to reflect their aesthetic,
the needs of their community, and the resources available.
They are also encouraged to include an “action” in their
event. An action is defined as something additional to the
theatrical experience, which aims to connect or energize
people, or both.
3. Presenting
Over the six- to eight-week project period, presentations

CLIMATE CHANGE THEATRE ACTION
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How can we shift the beliefs
and values that created climate
change to beliefs and values
that promote sustainability?

Still shot from the film
adaptation of Starving to
Death in Midtown by Mindi
Dickstein, featuring Yasmin
Adams, directed by Evan
DeLorenzo and produced
by Pomona College.
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“One of the most positive aspects of putting on this event was the community-building that took place,
which—it seems to me—will have a considerable ripple effect, affecting the spirit of this university
and its relationship with the surrounding community.”
Nelson Gray, Vancouver Island University, Canada
Audience participation in Where Have All
the Glaciers Gone? Conceived and directed
by Erin Mee, New York, USA.

happen on a daily basis, sometimes
with several events on one day.
Collaborators can live-stream
their event through the Boston
-based HowlRound TV if the
technology is available. CCTA
uses social media to rally people
worldwide, connecting writers
to collaborators and collaborators
with each other, and sharing photos,
videos, and general impressions of each
event. Not only is the impact of local events enhanced by
the fact that they are part of a global initiative, but
collaborators are energized by knowing they are working in
tandem with artists in other countries, raising awareness
about an important issue.

OUTCOMES AND DISSEMINATION
In 2015, over 100 collaborators in 26 countries hosted CCTA
events. In the USA alone, 53 events took place in 37 cities.
Plays were read, performed, adapted to film and audio pieces,
presented as part of festivals or stand-alone events, in
theatres, high schools, universities, eco-centers, community
centers, people’s living rooms, on radio, and outdoors.
Some of the events that particularly stood out include:
• A week-long series of activities organized and performed
by the students of Baker High School in Baldwinsville,
New York.
• A solstice celebration in an eco-village in Denmark
that included refugees from a nearby refugee center.
• A reading at the foot of the Mendenhall Glacier
organized by Perseverance Theatre in Alaska.
• A film by Italian artists entitled Video Postcard from
the End of the World, shot in Armenia, and based on
texts from over 27 CCTA plays.
Examples of “actions” included:
• Artichoke Dance Company in Brooklyn, New York
had a representative from the local chapter of the
environmental organization 350.org come and talk
about their current initiatives.
• Rogue Machine Theatre and HeatWave Theatre in Los
Angeles, California held a presentation by climate scientist
Joshua Fisher from the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
• Arizona State University invited representatives
from Chispa Arizona, a program of the League of
Conservation Voters, to present on the importance of
civic engagement in tackling climate change.

CLIMATE CHANGE THEATRE ACTION

Esther Sophia Artner in A Swan Song: Voices on Climate Change
produced by The Box Collective in Brooklyn, USA.

In addition to traditional media coverage, live-streamed
events remain accessible online indefinitely. In some instances
local events received extensive coverage. For example, in
2015, the event organized by Ethnic Kitchen in Lithuania was
covered by the Lithuanian National Radio and Television.
At the end of the project, the plays are made available
for teaching purposes, and the current collection will be
published in an anthology in 2017.
How might this work support
the global transformation to sustainability?
Psychology says we cannot change behaviors unless we
change the underlying beliefs and values that drive those
behaviors. CCTA brings communities together around a
politically charged issue, and creates a safe space for
reflection and conversation. Through storytelling, it
humanizes a challenge that is often distant and abstract,
and invites people to question their assumptions. Because
the events are organized locally, they have a greater chance
of being well-received—we naturally trust people we know
or those we feel we have something in common with. In
addition, CCTA encourages the creation of local networks
and empowers communities to decide what is most important
to them. It unites people globally, adding weight to their
efforts and promoting cultural understanding.

Chantal Bilodeau is a playwright, translator, and research
artist whose work focuses on the intersection of science,
policy, culture, and climate change. She is the artistic director
of The Arctic Cycle, founder of the blog and international
network Artists & Climate Change and a co-organizer of the
biennial CCTA.

www.thearcticcycle.org/CCTA
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The Arctic Circle residency
in Svalbard, 2011.

FORWARD
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How can we communicate the
wide-ranging effects of climate change
in the Arctic to people who have
no connection to that region?

PROCESS

The rate of change in the Arctic
is greater than anywhere else.
The Arctic Cycle—a series of
eight plays by the playwright
Chantal Bilodeau that looks at the
social and environmental impacts
of climate change on the eight Arctic
States—was created to capture this, and
bear witness to disruptions that are so massive
that we will be struggling to comprehend them for
years to come. Each play involves on-the-ground research,
collaboration with international artists across disciplines,
consultations with Earth and social scientists, and partnerships
with communities and educational institutions.

1. Research
Forward began when Bilodeau
took a two-week sailing
expedition around the fjords of
the Svalbard archipelago. She
also travelled to the Norwegian
mainland to consult with climate
scientists at the Bjerknes Centre for Climate
Research in Bergen, the Norwegian Meteorological
Institute in Oslo, and the Polar Institute in Tromsø. She
visited the Fram Museum (which houses Nansen’s ship)
and the Nansen Institute and read books written by Nansen,
such as Farthest North, and many articles and papers about
climate change and oil development in Norway.

The first play of the series, Sila, premiered in the USA
in 2014, and has had three more productions since then. It
examines the competing interests shaping the future of the
Canadian Arctic and the local Inuit population. The second
play, Forward, presents a poetic and humorous history of
Norway, from the initial passion that drove explorer Fridtjof
Nansen to the North Pole to the present-day anxiety over the
rapidly changing climate. Woven through this history is the
passionate love affair between Nansen and the character Ice.
A blend of theatre, opera, and electropop music, the play
progresses backwards from 2013 to 1893 and zeroes in on over
40 characters whose choices have unintended consequences
that ripple through the generations. The play takes its title
from Nansen’s ship Fram, the Norwegian word for “forward.”

2. Development
The play was developed over several years in the USA and
Norway. Collaborating artists included Tale Naess, dramaturg
(a script consultant for the theatre); Aggie Peterson (also
known as Aggie Frost), composer; and Jennifer Vellenga,
director. Week-long workshops were held in Kansas, Chicago,
and Tromsø. In Tromsø, English-speaking Norwegian actors
shared stories and some of the more subtle nuances of
Norwegian culture with the team, contributing many
poignant details to the stories and characters. A conversation
with an audience member who was working for a
Norwegian oil company had the same effect. University
students were involved at various stages in the process,
providing them with a unique learning experience and a

FORWARD
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“Thank you for bringing such a marvelous
artwork to our consciousness. I have shared
the play with so many people on and off campus,
and will be doing another talkback this weekend.”
La Barbara James Wigfall, Associate Professor,
Department of Landscape Architecture and Regional
& Community Planning, Kansas State University

Jacob Edelman-Dolan and Sterling Oliver in the
Kansas State University production of Forward, 2016.

Nansen’s office
at the Nansen
Institute, 2013.

way to approach climate change through storytelling instead
of data.
3. Presentations
Forward has been presented to audiences as a script-in-hand
reading at Akvavit Theatre (Chicago), The Brick (New York),
Kansas State University (Manhattan, Kansas), Rådstua
Teaterhus (Tromsø), and SoriaLab (Oslo). It was fully produced
at Kansas State University in February 2016 where the two
Norwegian collaborators joined the US artists to work
with students. Four of the six performances were followed
by discussions with experts in biological and agricultural
engineering, geography, landscape architecture and
community planning, natural resources and environmental
sciences, physics, and soil microbiology. They provided
context for the play, explaining aspects of climate change
science to the audience, and drawing parallels between
Norwegian climate change issues and local issues.

OUTCOMES AND DISSEMINATION
In addition to being a model for international collaboration,
the rehearsal process in Kansas was a rich experience for
the students who had mostly conservative backgrounds,
opening up a new world. Moreover, the university president
attended a performance of Forward, and university
administrators, art supporters, climate scientists, and students
all interacted at a pre-show reception.
The play is currently being translated into Norwegian
for a possible production in Norway. It will be published in
English in the fall of 2017 and eventually the entire Arctic
Cycle series will be published.

FORWARD

Kristan Crawford in the Kansas State University production of Forward, 2016

Both Forward and Sila have been the subject of academic
papers, theses, and dissertations examining how the arts
can inspire behavior change. Excerpts are often presented
in non-traditional contexts such as scientific and policy
conferences, and as part of disaster preparedness programs.
How might this work support
the global transformation to sustainability?
Forward examines how complexity and interconnectedness
are expressed through time spans that exceed a single
lifetime. It provides a broader context for understanding our
complicity in creating the conditions that made climate
change possible, and our propensity for inertia despite the
increasingly urgent need for action. It is a way of showing
the magnitude of the challenge we are facing while at the
same time distilling it into human-sized components. The
play invites people to think about their current actions and
what they are likely to leave behind for future generations.

Chantal Bilodeau is a playwright, translator, and research
artist whose work focuses on the intersection of science,
policy, culture, and climate change. She is the artistic director
of The Arctic Cycle, founder of the blog and international
network Artists & Climate Change and a co-organizer of the
biennial Climate Change Theatre Action.
www.thearcticcycle.org
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THE EPHEMERAL
MARVELS PERFUME
STORE
What scents might we lose because
of climate change, and what would
the social consequences be?

and designed the look and feel of the bottles. The logo of
the project is a hummingbird, which continues the theme
of time and nostalgia, as hummingbirds are the only birds
known to fly backwards and they also feature prominently
in many mythologies.

OUTCOMES AND DISSEMINATION

The Apocalypse Project, which explores our possible environmental
futures, was founded by Catherine Sarah Young when
she was an artist-in-residence at the Singapore-ETH Zurich
Future Cities Laboratory in 2013. Subsequently, she was
invited to be artist-in-residence at The Mind Museum, in
Manila, the Philippines, where she expanded the project
to explore one of the most overlooked of the senses: smell.

PROCESS
1. Research and review of the literature
The process involved research into the scents of the
Philippines and a review of literature into what might
be lost because of climate change. Young’s list included
a variety of objects and places, such as honey, hardwood
trees, wine, coffee, and coastal areas.
2. Collaboration and experimentation
For the first collection, Young collaborated with French
flavors and fragrances company Givaudan to create
the scents. In subsequent collections, Young learned how
to create the scents herself through distillation and other
perfumery techniques.
3. Design of artifacts
Young named the project The Ephemeral Marvels Perfume
Store, whose acronym, TEMPS, is French for “time.” She
researched the history of perfumery and scent advertising,
18

The Apocalypse Project: Imagined Futures drew 35,000
attendees in four months. In part this was because of the
activities that Young designed, such as a climate changethemed scavenger hunt. Young also held a Future Feast,
where she collaborated with chefs to design sustainable
dishes of the future using insects, worms, sea vegetables,
etc., and held a concert with local musicians, which further
increased the number of attendees.
Artist-led tours and broadcast media
Young took several media groups on tours of the exhibition.
One striking interaction was with two children, aged 9 and
12 years old, who were hosts of their own TV show. The two
enthusiastically responded to the project, showing Young
the power of interactive projects when explaining climate
change, a topic that is typically abstract, confusing, or dull to
most people.
Online media
TEMPS was also covered in media outlets worldwide. The
reactions of internet commenters were mixed, including
understanding and praise for the project; horror that these
scents are endangered; but also climate change denial. Some
of the latter sent abuse to the artist on Twitter. One blogger
from New York Magazine mistakenly thought the project
was an actual commercial project, and demanded that
instead of turning these scents into perfumes, they should
be conserved.
Expansion
TEMPS is one of The Apocalypse Project’s most sought-after

THE EPHEMERAL MARVELS PERFUME STORE
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“I met Catherine during her art-science project in Singapore back in 2013, and was very much amazed by her vision.
It opened my eyes to how art can speak out loud what needs to be said, and how creative freedom can overcome
the burden of scientific soundness and the failure of the expert in a post-factual world. The extroverted nature
of art and the unlimited ways of expression – compared to peer-reviewed journals– are much more powerful
in reaching an extended audience.”
Matthias Berger, senior project officer of The World in 2050, IIASA

works and has expanded to multiple collections. It includes
a workshop where the audience is invited to create their
own perfumes to reflect their own narratives and to promote
a better understanding of our relationship with nature.
Young continues to develop her skills in perfumery and
her knowledge of the cultures and vocabularies of scent.
She has also realized the potential of art in the field of
development, and spoke at the Climate Resilient International
Development Exchange 2016 in Bangkok.
Young completed her residency with Plan International
in 2017, a non-governmental organization committed to
child-centered climate change adaptation, where she
conducted olfactory workshops in Lewoleba, Indonesia;
Chiang Mai, Thailand; and Tacloban City, the Philippines. The
third location is particularly important to the artist as this city
was devastated by super-typhoon Haiyan in 2013, around the
time when she founded The Apocalypse Project. She is
currently working on the next iteration of her research on
scent for a project in Manaus, Brazil, called An Olfactory
Portrait of the Amazon Rainforest. The Apocalypse Project was
also a finalist in the Cultural Innovation International Prize at
the Centre de Cultura Contemporània in Barcelona, Spain.

an inclusive way, to go beyond showing photos of starving
polar bears and melting glaciers, which are not unimportant
but have likely numbed the public, as they see these images
on a regular basis. The varying kinds of feedback, from
enthusiastic to repulsed, showed that the project was able
to trigger an emotional response, as art is meant to do.
Finally, the project demonstrated that collaborations
between disciplines and organizations are possible, with
the artist serving as a node connecting institutions. TEMPS
shows a unique way of engaging with climate change by
using a mostly universal sense and celebrating the multiplicity
and diversity of human experiences.

Catherine Sarah Young is an artist, designer, and writer
whose work explores emerging technologies and alternative
futures through interactive storytelling and sensory experiences.
Trained in molecular biology, art, and interaction design, she
has used different lenses and has collaborated with scientists,
companies, think tanks, and museums worldwide.

How might this work support the global
transformation to sustainability?
In the four years of running The Apocalypse Project, Young
has realized the potential of art in challenging and
transforming social norms. Her experiences have been
dichotomized into her work in the Global North and
South. While she still encounters climate change deniers
in developed countries, she learned that the prevailing
challenge in developing ones, which are already bearing
the brunt of climate change, is a sense of helplessness and
confusion. Engaging communities through the project,
and more importantly letting them create their own art,
helps them realize their stake in these issues because they
externalize and reflect on their own experiences.
The project’s continued success shows a desire of
communities to be able to engage with climate change in

THE EPHEMERAL MARVELS PERFUME STORE

www.apocalypse.cc
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THE HUMAN
MAPPING PROJECT
Can rituals transform
our relationship with our home planet?

Your Planet: walk to the water
with audience members.

MOTIVATION

out to sea. Manhattan Beach and Coney Island are popular
recreation sites in the summer, ensuring the public would
have the chance to interact with the work. The Artichoke
Dance Company teamed up with the American Littoral
Society to host beach clean ups at these locations and also
formed relationships with the New York City Department of
Parks and Recreation, the Plastic Pollution Coalition, scientists
from the Earth Institute at Columbia University, and several
schools for both research and participation.

The Human Mapping Project uses the human body as a
reflective tool and interpreter of the natural world, exploring
our relationship with, and impact on, nature. The creator of
the project, Lynn Neuman, aimed to use the performing
body to draw attention to areas of concern; represent
“natural” and anthropogenic phenomena; involve people
in concerted action; and spur lasting behavioral change.

2. Rehearsals
The rehearsals attracted attention from beach goers: “Is
this a new form of exercise?” was a question the artists
often fielded. The movements of Your Planet illustrated
interconnectedness—how one’s actions affect another’s
reality. The dancers also literally sunk into the Earth
because of the malleable nature of sand. Afterwards, the

“Congratulations! It was an incredible journey to take with you these past few months.
You inspired immeasurable numbers of people and communities. I loved participating. Bravissima!”

Your Planet was the first production of the Human
Mapping Project, which began in 2010. Through it, Neuman
wanted to illustrate what happens to litter, bring attention
to the volume present in New York City, and encourage
active participation in remediation. She was also reflecting
on how native rituals and dances have historically fostered a
connection to the Earth and paid homage to nature’s power.

PROCESS
1. Sites
Manhattan Beach and Coney Island were chosen as focus
sites. Because of the water currents, debris collects here
and at other locations around New York City, or is diverted
20

dancers would select the most unusual pieces of the litter
they had found during the rehearsal, creating a small
sculpture and taking photographs.
Dance, drum, and craft workshops were held to engage
budding and recreational artists. The dancers created
actions that asked questions of or paid respect to the
Earth. These were combined to create a ritual-like dance
that the audience could join at the end of each performance.
The costumes were created using 5,000 plastic six-pack holders
—a ubiquitous symbol of danger to marine mammals—that
had been collected from three local pizzerias over three
months. Local residents stitched these together using a basic
crochet stitch they had been taught. Percussion instruments

THE HUMAN MAPPING PROJECT
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Wendy Blum, Dance Specialist, PS32, Brooklyn. Reflecting on Global Water Dances on the Gowanus Canal, June 2017.
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Global Water Dances on the Gowanus Canal: a
community project merging performance, education
and ecological activism.
Plastic People of the Universe:
the first stage work of the Human
Mapping Project.

Artichoke Dance Company: Liberate the Earth – a touring site-adaptive
work featuring upcycled plastic bag costumes.

“I can’t thank you enough for an amazing performance yesterday! I was so honored by your
work with the members of the community who came to the workshop and those who joined
in the dance. You generously brought people to Omi and made us all a part of something larger.”
Ruth Adams, executive director, Art Omi, reflecting on Liberate the Earth, May 2017.

were fashioned from upcycled materials and the audience
was invited to join the “drum” circle for the performances.
3. Performances
Months of activities led up to a weekend of events at each
location. Volunteers collected, catalogued, and weighed the
trash, producing data. From bottles to forks, buckets to
buoys, 97% of the trash collected was plastic. Plastic Pollution
Coalition leaders spoke about the hazards of plastics in the
environment and to human health, and asked for pledges to
reduce single-use plastic consumption. A dance and drum
performance ensued, ending with joining hands and walking
to the water.

OUTCOMES AND DISSEMINATION
Your Planet was repeated with some variation in 2011 and
was featured in several newspapers, including the New
York Times. The work was transformed into a movementbased theatre work called Plastic People of the Universe,
highlighting the impact of plastics on the human body,
and has been presented across the USA, with a truncated
version created for students at the University of Nevada
Las Vegas, who have performed it internationally.
Refashioning materials typically seen as waste for
productions has become an inherent part of Neuman’s
practice. Focus materials have included plastic blister packs
and plastic bags. Involving communities in the collections
of these materials challenges the perception that they are
valueless and highlights the sheer volume of such litter.
Subsequent programs of the Human Mapping Project
have continued to focus on water and plastics. The latest
centers on the Gowanus Canal in New York, one of the most

THE HUMAN MAPPING PROJECT

polluted waterways in the USA. The project is collaborating
with organizations working on sustainability issues in
environmental remediation, housing, energy infrastructure,
green jobs creation, and participatory planning. Local schools
have also been included, involving a younger generation
in learning and solutions. At a public elementary school two
blocks from the Gowanus Canal, PS32, students created a
campaign focusing on four steps people in the community can
take to combat the environmental issues in their neighborhood.
How might this work support
the global transformation to sustainability?
The Human Mapping Project aims to change perceptions of
waste, asking the audience to commit to reducing and
reusing extraneous materials. Art tells a story in ways that
can result in new solutions and inspire others to join the
causes. Working with youth and the affected communities
is where Neuman currently sees the most impact. She
believes in forming committed partnerships that further
the interests of all involved. Investigating intersections and
deepening connections is how behavioral change is made.

Lynn Neuman is artistic and executive director of the
Artichoke Dance Company. Currently an Association of
Performing Arts Professionals Leadership Fellow, she also
received a Marion International Fellowship for the Visual and
Performing Arts. She works in theatre, opera, and film, and is
a co-producer of Culture Club, bringing Muslim and Jewish
cultures together onstage.
www.artichokedance.org
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Can we feel the temperature rising?

MOTIVATION
The increase in the Earth’s temperature over the last 137
years is dramatic. However, it is hard for an individual to
notice this change. One might observe more extreme
weather, or the early arrival of migratory birds, but it is
difficult to grasp the extent of long-term, gradual, and
irregular changes. Global warming over a century remains
abstract: it is impossible to feel the changes. Or is it?
In the project Four Drifting Seasons, Merlijn Twaalfhoven
asks himself two questions:
1. How can we create an immediate, physical experience
out of abstract data?
2. How might we convey the urgency of global warming
in an emotional way, without resorting to simplification
or propaganda?
Together with the composers, music technologists, and
programmers Jan Driessen, Killian Elbers, and Marco
Alkema, Twaalfhoven also explores a third question:
How will the nature of the information change when
scientific data is converted to music? Four Drifting Seasons
searches for a fresh and inventive way to tell the story
of the data, bypassing the current politicized and polarized
tone of debates on this topic.
22

PROCESS
1. Collecting data
The artists focused on two sets of data: temperature data
from NASA starting in 1880, and occurrences of storms
and hurricanes. The data used was limited to the northern
hemisphere. The piece can be updated every three months
when new data is available.
2. Defining the relationship between creation
and observation
The artists had to create parameters to protect the objectivity
of the data.
Measures taken include:
1. The four seasons were divided among four voices. Since
the goal was to create music for singers, four seasons
fitted well with the structure of a mixed choir: winterbass, spring-tenor, summer-soprano, and autumn-alto.
2. The time span of the whole piece was set between 1880
and 2017.
3. To make the progression of global warming audible,
the goal was for it to last 4 minutes. Every year lasts
roughly 1.5 seconds. After tests, the artists set the tempo
at 72 beats per minute.
4. Given the maximum span of the human voice, each
0.105°C equaled a single semitone difference in pitch.
This amount may change in future iterations with new
temperature data.
5. Only the most extreme storms were used as an extra
musical effect in the years they occurred.
6. The yearly average temperature in the northern
hemisphere was divided into four levels. The composer
attached a certain dynamic (loudness) and expression
(articulation) to the tones within these levels, to make
the temperature rise audible.

FOUR DRIFTING SEASONS
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FOUR DRIFTING
SEASONS
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Impression of Atlantic storms The annual average
of observed hurricanes and tropical storms in the
North Atlantic has risen from six in the first part of
the 20th century (white), to 10 after 1931 (mid blue),
to 15 after 1995 (dark blue). The blue line is the
nine-year running average.

3. Developing new tools
Since the music doesn’t follow the regular
patterns of a traditional melody, it is hard
for performers to judge their accuracy.
To make the piece accessible to young
performers and other non-professionals, the
team developed an app called Conductless that
each singer uses with a small headphone to get the right
pitches before singing them. Conventional music notation is
shown on a screen. A centralized computer steers the
process, synchronizing the different devices and making
sure the piece runs at the right moment. The app has been
tested with both (semi-)professional and amateur singers
and supports singers of all levels.
4. Testing, sensing, and searching for the music
Tension between dissonant and consonant, chord
progression, and rhythm creates a unique language.
The challenge here is to stay true to the data while
making a musical statement. The artists programmed
software to generate multiple versions, using different
pitches as starting points for each voice, while retaining
the scaling for each subsequent year. For each year, the
change in pitch reflects the change in temperature, but
the starting point is a matter of choice.
The scaling of 0.105°C per semitone was derived by
scaling the difference between winter’s highest and lowest
temperatures (2.52°C difference between both extremes
occurring between 1880 and 2016) to a professional singer’s
vocal register of 24 semitones.
The musical score and app were tested several times.
Besides the technical challenges there was the question of
musical experience and reception by the audience. After a
trial with actual singers, the concept had to be simplified
to make the relationship between data and music audible.
Earlier ideas, for example to incorporate the relative speed
of rising or falling temperatures, were abandoned for the
sake of clarity. Instead of dividing trends in temperature
rise into seasons, a new layer that connected the yearly
averages was introduced to create a unified trend.
Furthermore, the chromatic approach to translating the
data into pitches was replaced by a symmetrical approach,
using whole tones instead of semitones.

FOUR DRIFTING SEASONS

Screenshot of experimental set up translating
data from temperature to text that can be
readable by music notation software.

OUTCOMES
AND DISSEMINATION
The first performance will take place on 18
September 2017 at Carnegie Hall in New York City
as part of the Concert for a Sustainable Planet presented
during the UN International Conference on Sustainable
Development. The team will subsequently create a
performance for video that can be disseminated via social
media. All performance materials and technology will be
available for free to choirs across the globe.
How might this work support the global
transformation to sustainability?
Four Drifting Seasons is fairly abstract so it does not generate
“warm” emotion around “cold” data. But it raises constructive
questions: Can we perceive more when we translate
scientific data into music? Are our senses a reliable source of
information? What do we gain by combining disciplines? Is
there beauty in music generated by scientific observation
rather than by human imagination?
This project shows a way for musicians and scientists
to experiment with a new language that is both musical
and scientific. Such a new language can enrich the art of
exploration and storytelling that is the domain of both
artists and scientists. Using the technology and techniques
developed in this project, musicians can develop, create, and
perform sets of data and bring it to diverse audiences. In this
way, they become ambassadors and storytellers of the
findings generated by science.

Merlijn Twaalfhoven is a composer exploring the richness
of cultural diversity and human interaction, often including
musicians of contrasting styles, local traditions or children in large
events in spectacular locations. He recently composed a mini
opera based on postcards from Aleppo, performed by members
of the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra and Syrian refugees.
He has received an UNESCO award and collaborates with The
Kronos Quartet and the New York Philharmonic.
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“Attainment and science,
retainment and art—
the two couples keep to themselves,
but when they do meet, nothing
else in the world matters.”
Vladimir Nabokov
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“Every art should become science,
and every science should become art.”
Friedrich von Schlegel
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